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Are you ready to crush your creative goals?
Good. We are, too. These 10 needles have

never looked so good or been more
productive. There’s also a huge work area

that’s ready for you to think big – along with
a library of built-in designs that’ll help keep

those creative juices flowing. Ready for
more?

How about MORE fonts, MORE editing
features and MORE technology that will
take your projects to places you’ve only

dreamed of? A total game changer? Yeah,
we think so. Welcome to the creative side.

Get ready for a stellar sewing and
embroidery experience with the incredible
new Stellaire lineup from Brother, featuring
the Innov-ís XJ1 sewing, embroidery and

quilting machine.

Packed with the latest luxury features
you’ve yearned for as an experienced

sewing and embroidery enthusiast, yet so
easy to learn with its library of built-in

instructional videos. With an easy-to-use
mobile app, precisely position your designs

and create one of a kind projects. With
power, designs and space to create, it’s

time to bring Stellaire home.

Brother Luminaire XP2
Revolutionary Technology That’s Light

Years Beyond

• Revolutionary StitchVision Technology
Achieve perfect placement of your stitches
and embroidery designs with the industry-
first StitchVision Technology. Stitches and
embroidery designs can be projected right
on the fabric for precise placement. The 5"
x 3" virtual preview area also displays
guidelines in single, double and grid lines.
An embroidery pointer with 3 color choices
avoids having to mark fabrics with messy
chalks.
• End Point Sewing Function Stop your
stitch exactly where you want. InnovEye
Plus Technology detects the Snowball End
Point Sewing Sticker on your project, and
the machine stops sewing at the sticker.

Want to get the most out of your Luminaire
Innov-is Edition? The SAVRXPUGK2
Upgrade Kit is packed with new features to
take your sewing game to a whole new
level. There are new quilting sash patterns,
including 2-colour quilting sash, triple
stitching options for quilting sash patterns
and so much more!

Tubular Frame
Table

Embroider easily on
sleeves, pants, and
other tubular items.



PR-SERIES NEW OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES Experience Even
More Possibilities with Optional
Accessories

Serves as extra support
for big fabrics. Easily
attach and remove with
no space between
machine and table.

Magnetic Sash Frame

Patent-Pending Brother
Exclusive Hoopnetic
Magnetic Sash Frame Hoop
and embroider thick materials
with ease. Avoid fabric
shifting and the need to
rehoop the fabric when
connecting designs or
embroidering large areas.
Just slide the fabric on the
frame for the next area to be
embroidered.

Flat Brim Cap Frame

Patent-Pending Industry-
First ‘Scratch-Free’ Flat Brim
Cap Frame Embroider more
types of hats than before
with the easy-to-use
‘scratch-free’ cap frame.

You can stitch an industry-
leading 35% closer to the
brim (6-10mm), depending
on the cap.

Brother CADXMATF12
Fabric Mat

This mat features tacky
adhesive to secure material
for cutting and can be used
multiple times. It has been
specially designed for thin
cotton fabric (0.25 mm) and
flannel (0.5 mm) and is
perfect for cutting quilt
pieces. For best results, use
it with the Brother thin fabric
auto blade (sold
separately). 

Call For More Details! | 604-574-5333

STAY CONNECTED  

     

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Castles-Sewing/208948695896624
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1BfaypPsmTT9ovb8118b7w?view_as=subscriber
https://www.instagram.com/castlesewingcentre/

